In this manuscript, a control chart is designed when the quality characteristic of interest follows a gamma distribution using repetitive sampling. The Wilson-Hilferty approximation is used to transform the gamma distributed characteristic to a normal random variable. Two pairs of control limits are established and their control constants are determined by considering the specified in-control average run length (ARL). The out-of-control ARL is derived when the process is shifted in terms of the scale parameter of the Gamma distribution. The ARLs are presented for various values of the shape parameter according to process shift parameters. A simulated example is given to illustrate the proposed control chart.
Introduction
The quality of a product depends on the variation in the manufacturing process. This variation in the process may be due to some controllable and uncontrollable factors. The statistical process control (SPC) is one of the powerful tools to minimize the variation in the process. Use of SPC in the industry increases the profit and causes the stability in the market. According to Chase (1997) , Arko Paper Products Inc. realized a 1000% return on investment in 6 months after they adopted an SPC program and their scrap rates dropped from 10.l to 1.8%. The Shewhart control charts are commonly used in the industry for process monitoring when the quality of interest follows a normal distribution. In practice, it is not always true that the variable of interest follows the normal distribution, but it may follow some non-normal distributions. The distributions of quality characteristics in the chemical process, cutting tool wear process, semiconductor process and measurements from the accelerated life test are skewed in nature Derya and Canan (2012) . More details about the application and designing of control charts for non-normal distributions can be seen in Nelson (1979) , Bai and Choi (1995) and Choobineh and Ballard (1987) .
Recently, Santiago and Smith (2013) proposed the control chart called a t-chart when the time between events follows the exponential distribution. They used the variable transformation proposed by Nelson (1994) to transform the exponential distributed data to an approximate normal data. proposed a new control chart for the exponential distribution using the transformed variable and repetitive sampling. More details about this type of control charts and applications in variety of fields can be found Das (1955) , Stephenson (1966) The gamma distribution has been widely used in a variety of fields. This distribution is considered as a good fit for the waiting time data in life testing. Das (1955) and Stephenson (1966) discussed the application of a gamma distribution to model the rain fall data. Ashkar and Bobée (1988) and Aksoy (2000) presented the applications of this distribution in hydrological data. According to Bhaumik and Gibbons (2006) , the twoparameter gamma distribution can be used in environment monitoring and control issues. More details about the applications of gamma distributions can be found in Borror et al. (2003) . Zhang et al. (2007) proposed a random-shift model to measure the average run length for a gamma distribution. Recently, Dogu (2014) designed the control chart for a gamma distribution using several change point models.
The control charts available in the literature are designed using the single sampling scheme. Sherman (1965) introduced the repetitive sampling scheme in the area of acceptance sampling plan. Later on, Balamurali and Jun (2006) proved that an acceptance sampling plan using repetitive sampling is more efficient than single and double sampling in term of the average sample number. The designing of control charts for various situations using the repetitive sampling scheme has received the attention these days. Moreover, the repetitive sampling scheme is more efficient than the single sampling scheme in terms of reducing the average run length. The repetitive sampling is operated as follows: a random sample is selected from the production process and information about quality of interest is studied. A decision whether the process is in-control or out-of control is taken on the basis of sample information. Sometimes, it may happen that the decision cannot be reached on the basis of first sample from the production process. In this case, a new sample is selected from the production process and repeated until a decision is reached, see Sherman (1965) . This sampling scheme is simple to operate as compared to double and sequential sampling. Krishnamoorthy et al. (2008) presented an extensive study of various approximations for a gamma distribution. According to Krishnamoorthy et al. (2008) , the Wilson-Hilferty (WH) (1931) approximation is a simple, satisfactory and unified approach for addressing various issues for the gamma distribution. According to the best of our knowledge, there is no work on designing the control chart for the gamma distribution using WH approximation. In this paper, we will design a control chart using repetitive sampling by assuming that the quality characteristic of interest follows the gamma distribution. We will use the WH approximation to transform the gamma distributed variable to a normal random variable and to set up the upper and the lower control limits. The control constant of the proposed control chart is determined for a specified in-control average run length (ARL). The out-of-control ARL is derived when the process is shifted in terms of the scale parameter. A simulation example will be given for the illustration purpose.
Proposed control chart for Gamma distribution
Let T be a random variable from a gamma distribution with shape parameter and scale parameter . The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the gamma distribution is given by
The Wilson and Hilferty (1931) suggested that the transformation of is distributed approximately as normal with mean
and variance
This suggests that is symmetric in distribution, so a control chart can be designed with the usual symmetric type of control limits. Therefore, we propose the following control chart using repetitive sampling for a gamma distributed quality characteristic:
Step 1: Select an item randomly and measure its quality characteristic T. Then, calculate ⁄ (4)
Step 2:
Declare the process as out-of-control if or . Declare the process as in-control if . Otherwise, go to Step 1 and repeat the process.
The proposed control chart is based on two pairs of control limits called the inner and the outer control limits. The proposed control chart is the extension of several control charts.
The proposed chart reduces to chart when (an exponential case). The proposed chart reduces to the chart by Santiago and Smith (2013) when and . It is assumed here that the control limits have the following forms and that they are constructed from the data when the process is in control. Let be the scale parameter when the process is in control. Then, the outer control limits are given by
The inner control limits are given by
The control coefficients and are to be determined by considering the specified incontrol ARL.
Then, the control limits in Eqs (5) and (6) It is assumed that only the scale parameter of the gamma distribution will be changed when the process shift occurs. That is, the shape parameter remains unchanged even when the process is shifted. The shape parameter is usually differently fixed depending on a particular type of application similarly to the Weibull case Jun et al. (2006) . Let be the scale parameter when the process is in control and let be the scale parameter when the process is shifted. Further, the scale parameter for the shifted process has the form of for a constant c.
Under the proposed control chart, the probability that the process is declared as out of control for a single sample is given by below when the process is actually in control.
or
The probability of repetition ( ) for the proposed control chart is given as follows
It should be noted that the control limits, and only depend on shape parameter which is assumed to be known in this study. The shape parameter can be estimated from the data when it is unknown. It should also be noted that the above probabilities are exact under the gamma distribution instead of a normal approximation. The normal approximation is utilized only when establishing the symmetric control limits. The probability of declaring as out-of-control under repetitive sampling is given as (11) The average run length (ARL) for the in-control process is given as follows: (12) Now, we assume that the scale parameter of the gamma distribution is changed from to , for a constant c. The probability of declaring as out-of-control for the shifted process based on a single sample is given as follows
The probability of repetition under repetitive sampling is given as follows
Therefore, the probability of declaring as out-of control for the shifted process is given as
The out-of-control ARL for the shifted process is given as follows
We first determine the values of and for each of various shape parameters of the gamma distribution so that , is close to the specified in-control ARL. Then, the outof-control ARL ( ) will be obtained according to various shifts in the scale parameter. Tables 1-3 report the out-of-control ARLs for =200, 300 and 370, respectively. From Tables 1-3, we note the following trend:
1.
For the same values of , decreases as increases.
2.
There is no specific trend in value of k as the shape parameter increases.
3.
decreases rapidly as value of increases.
Advantages of the Proposed Chart
Santiago and Smith (2013) designed the t-chart when the time between events follows the exponential distribution. In this section, the performance of the proposed control chart is compared with t-chart by Santiago and Smith (2013) for the exponential distribution because gamma distribution reduces to the exponential distribution when = 1. In Table  4 we compare the performance of two control chart for the same values of shifts and other specified parameters in terms of ARLs values. A control chart having the smaller values of ARLs for the same specified parameters is said to be more efficient. We see from the Table 4 that the proposed control provides the smaller values of for various values as compared to existing control chart. For example, when = 370 and = 1.1, the proposed control provides =216, while it is 244 from the chart by proposed by Santiago and Smith (2013) . So, the proposed control chart performs better than control charts proposed by Santiago and Smith (2013) in terms of detecting early shift in the manufacturing process. The efficiency of proposed chart is also compared with existing control chart for the gamma distribution. Again, the values of are placed in Table 5 for both control charts for same values of specified parameters. From Table 5 , we note that the proposed chart performs better than existing control chart for gamma distribution at all values of shifts. For example, when =370, and =1.1, the proposed control provides =122, while it is 192 from the existing chart. So, the proposed control chart performs better in terms of detecting early shift in the manufacturing process. 
Simulation Study
Now, we will discuss the application of the proposed control chart using the simulated data. First 30 observations of the data is generated from the gamma distribution assuming that process is in control when . Let = 370. Next 35 observations are generated from the gamma distribution by assuming that process has shifted to ( =1.7). The data of 30 observations is reported in Table 6 . The transformed data ⁄ is given in Table 7 . The four limits are obtained by =-0.0223, =0.0199, =1.7660 and =1.8082. We plotted the transformed data ⁄ on the control chart in Figure  1 . Fig. 2 , we note that the control chart by Santiago and Smith (2013) does not detect the shift. So, the proposed chart has ability to detect the shift in the process earlier as compared to the existing control chart.
Application of Proposed Chart
For the application of proposed chart, monitoring of urinary tract infections (UTIs) data about duration of male UTIs patient is selected from large hospital. The similar data was considered by Santiago and Smith (2013) . The UTIs data follows the gamma distribution with . Let =370 for this in-control UTIs data. The data is shown in Table 8 . The control limits for UTIs data are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 , it can be seen that several values of are near to and and two values lie in repetitive area. The Figure 3 , clearly indicates that cause of variation in the process should be indicated. 
Concluding Remarks
We proposed a new control chart for the gamma distribution. The WH transformation is used to establish the symmetric control limits of the proposed control chart. Tables are provided for practical use and comparison is made with the existing control chart. The proposed control chart is found to outperform the control chart proposed by Santiago and Smith (2013) and . The application of the proposed control chart is given with the help of a simulated data. The proposed control chart can be used in the industry for the manufacturing process when the time between events follows the exponential distribution or gamma distribution with known or unknown shape parameter. The proposed control chart will be extended using the other sampling schemes as a future research.
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